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Press Release

Hemex and Avanti Europe announce new
partnership
HEMEX is delighted to announce an exciting new partnership with Avanti Europe. The
Avanti Europe team is a specialist consultancy and expert knowledge provider. This
partnership will allow us to complete the range of products we provide to healthcare startups to ensure we continue offering excellent support within the life science industry.
•

Process Management, Verification, Validation, and Qualification services will be
added to enhance product development.

•

Technical Design such as prototyping, simulations, technical drawings, and
specifications will be just some of the add-ons start-ups will have access to
throughout their technical product development.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Basel, Switzerland, 7 April 2021 – HEMEX is thrilled to be able to present new services which
complement our pipeline offering. Collaborating with Avanti Europe enables HEMEX to offer
additional solutions to life science start-ups. New packages, which will be included in
HEMEX’s services offering, will allow start-ups to find optimal combinations that work best
for them. Avanti Europe’s services extend beyond conventional consultancy, by providing
support for companies with a “hands-on” approach.
Among the new offerings, there are great advantages for product development and
specifications, such as process management, verification & validation as well as process and
equipment qualification. HEMEX currently offers many pre- and post-market Regulatory
Affairs services, with the Avanti Europe team strengthening our post-market offerings. HEMEX
can also assist with SME/SBD status applications and can facilitate consultations with
European and US regulatory bodies. Furthermore, part-time QP (Qualified Person) expertise
can also be provided for GMP manufacturing license holders.
In addition, technical design such as prototyping, simulations, technical drawings, and
specifications are just some of the tasks which the Avanti Europe team can also support with.
This is a unique offering and therefore the HEMEX team are very happy to be able to expand
our offering to start-ups in this specific field. Finally, innovation and support in knowledge

management to novel application forms, new platforms, or ground-up product development
will also be introduced.
HEMEX has a particularly strong focus on providing full-service offerings and has expertise in
serving companies in the medical devices, in-vitro diagnostics, and the pharmaceuticals
industry. Avanti Europe brings additional expertise in combination products, cosmetics and
the food industry enabling HEMEX to support a wide variety of start-ups.
«We strongly believe in the powerful notion of extensive partnership and collaboration. With
Avanti Europe as our partner, we expand our Regulatory Affairs offering and add professional
expertise on technical product development», said Pascal Winnen, CEO of HEMEX.
«With HEMEX as our partner, we fill the gap for clinical support and extend our services from
idea to post-market surveillance and beyond », said Fabio Cirillo, CEO of Avanti Europe.
We are proud to welcome the Avanti Europe team as our newest partner as we continue to
grow and serve new Life Science businesses with the expertise and knowledge they need to
succeed.
Get in touch with us today to find out more about our range of exciting new packages! We
offer a free-of-charge initial meeting to find best-tailored solutions to ensure our customers
can benefit in the best possible way.
For more information about our new product, please contact:
Laurène Malkowski
laurene.malkowski@hemex.ch
+41 61 927 28 13
About Avanti Europe
Avanti Europe AG is reaching far beyond conventional consultancy with “hands-on” expertise.
The team at Avanti Europe are a specialist consultancy, expert knowledge provider who serve
companies in the medical devices, in-vitro diagnostics, combination products,
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, and food industry. With flexible, tailor-made solutions and
resources, Avanti Europe supports the client’s projects, products and processes as ad-interim
managers, consultants, and experts. For more information, visit https://avanti-europe.ch

About HEMEX
HEMEX AG is committed to changing the future of healthcare by guiding the most promising
European start-ups through each step to bring innovative pharmaceuticals, medical devices
and in vitro diagnostics to the market. Headquartered close to the thriving Basel global Life
Sciences hub, the goal at HEMEX is to ensure start-ups have access to a wide range of tailored
products, practical solutions, and fundraising support. This empowers the next generation of
transformative discoveries to grow into successful and sustainable businesses, and drive
change in both human and animal healthcare. For more information, visit https://hemex.ch

